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CONFIDENTIAL
INTRODUCTION
7Ciecomments In this debriefing report cover the period from 20 Nave 7ber
1969 to 9 May, 1970, during which I served as the Command.in IgCenera, 1I Field
Force Vietnam Artillery. Although these observations relate,'1r large near,-,
ure, to the operational aspects of artillery employ,ernt, -they also correlate
the inporta~n:e of logistic readiness, continuous training, and an efficient'
unit administration to the conduct of operations In a combat environ-ert.
Increased tactical mobility of heavy 3rtilleryl the desien, constructi.on an~d
e-phye
-ot
f ai-oiefr
tincenterst
Iproved survey operat ion~s;
and aspects of the artillery Vietnan.ization program are dealt with In detail.
Overviews of major tactical operations are presented from an artillery point
of view, with emphasis upon artillery lessons learned.
TACTICAL MOBILITY VERSUS THE UKBRELLA CONCEPT. During the past six
months, mobility has been the key to effective artillery employment and support of maneuver forces In the III Corps Tactical Zone (III CTZ). During'
a period of decreasing, overt enemy activity, small maneuver forces were e:7played to' conduct reconnaissance, and search and destroy operations in many
widely dispersed locations. These operations sometimes developed very quick-'
ly Into large scale operations, with immediate requirerents for mediur and
heavy artillery fire support. tven more significantly, maneuver forces were
increasingly employed against traditional strongholds In War Zones D and C,
d&nd In the eastern reaches of the IIICTZ, in an cffort to bring !-axinum Fre."
strie to bear on the Viet Cong (VC) and North Vietna:-ese (NVA) prior to any
'further drawdowm of US forces. The nature of the operatio .nsconducled cleariy
Indicated the need for providing responsive-artillery support in a fluid
situation.

*
*

Prior to this tine, heavy and :-edlum fire support had been 1rovided In
two ways. Fist, heavy artillery was positioned In relatI~.rely er,-.,anen..
posaitions with the objective of prov~ding an '"/l71mm artiller urnbrella i(.,
the bulk of forces in the III CTZ. Second, when operations weiconducted'
outside the umbrella, light and mediun artillery, in many caset mployed by
platoons, were used t~oprovide the required support. T'his met
of e-plo--,tent fragmented available artillery resources and failed to ex lo~t the
-a-pb-lity in erentass-tstns 1eavy-onc-e ntrat on --of--artil lei yon r t
it

~points.

-

~

As a preli-,inary step to the adoption of a Tnobile concept of artAhxy
I
y
imployment for all calibers of cannon, a detailed explanation of thetch
niques to be employed was presented to maneuver and art~llery comman~ders al ike.
Vjuneuver co-manders, used to area coverage, were reluctant Initially to (vt0m
Up assets In their sectors so that they could be concentrated elsewhere.
%rtillery commanders, used to the relative ease of operating fro-n relativeIj
fixed bases, were reluctant to move. The positioning of heavy artillery a
:toe scene of the action and the calculated erployrment of ,edium artillery
Dy battery rather than by platoons provided significantly greinter firepower
axtthe place where It could -aost effectively Influence the ba'ttle. The sucness of th.e concept Immediately became apparent, and drew wli 'Itthe ptalsk
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. and enthusiastic support of II Field Force-diviston-comandersCOMBAT MAINTENANCE.
The frequent displacements required to provide
artillery support at critical action points placed a heavy strain on all
equipment. More frequent and more serious breakdowns were experienced,
especially with self-propelled artillery, but this was only partly due
to increased moves. Probably the greater share of breakdowns was due to
the mistaken notion that there is not sufficient time for maintenahcein
combat. This attitude was overcome through implementation of an extensive
program of instruction, promulgation of detailed guidance, and, above all,
an energizing of interest in logistic readiness all the way down the chain
of command. This strong command emphasis, together with the logistic readiness program, reduced deadlines and actually Increased the overall maintenance
posture of II Field Force Artillery markedly, at the same time that moves were
sharply increasing.
A RETM TO ARTILLERY FUNDAMENTALS. The American artlleryman's reputation for being able to deliver devastating and accurate fires did not
::ome about by happenstance. Only through metidulous attention to the fundamentals of artillery technique, as developed at The Artillery School, has
this reputation been achieved. However, over a period of time, -any units
of II Field Force Artillery Vietnam had adopted procedures which were not ir.
accord with sound artillery practice. Lieutenants, perfor.ing as Fire Direr.tion Officers, did the job t.ithe best of their abilty, but techniques e:ployed were a far cry from the high professional standards whlc.h are the hailmark of good gunnery.
The a-eas of fire direction; surveyl firing tatteryl metro; radar;
and reconnaissance, selection and occupation of position were. found to have
degenerated to very low levels of proficiency with regard to adherence to
accepted practice. Battery officers and non-com:miscioned officers were gaini:g
artillery experience, but much of It was unpolished and unrefined. The
solution to this situation was a return to the book and an insistence by me,
that only sound artillery tactics and techniques would be practiced in 1I
Field Force Vietnam Artillery. I took personal charge of the problem of-----------....
raising the standards of gunnery withih this command to a high professlonr i
level.
A comprehensive program of instruction, training, Inspections and command emphasis was used to obtain strict adherence to proven and accepted
artillery practice. Frequent drills and on-site evaluatlons were used to
increase proficiency and assess progress. The increased emphasis on funda-mentals resulted in quantum gains in artillery effectiveness, and, everyone
up and down the line began to give evidence of ,Teat pride in their newly
acquired accomplishments.
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CAM1ODIAN SANCTUARY OPERATIONS. During the final days of the period,
the conduct of the war abruptly changed, as ARVN, Cambodian and US forces
entered' into joint operations against the VC and NVA support activities
entrenched in Cambodian sanctuaries adjacent to the border. Combat operations became more conventional as swift armored cavalry thrusts, highly
mobile sweeps and deep airmobile insertions were employed by reinforced
battalion and larger .size elements, to seal and de3troy the previously
sacrosanct headquarters and logistical support areas of the enemy. The
recently instituted mobile concept of general support artillery employment

permitted II Field Force Vietnam Artillery to respond immediately to the
extensive requirements demanded in support of a two-pronged attack against
the enemy's rear area. Force Artillery assets were rapidly deployed to
forward positions along the border to provide concentrated fire power,
throughout initial and subsequent phases of operation, for maneuver units
operating within Cambodia.
Operation TOAN THONC 43 (TOTAL VICTORY), conducted along the northwestern border of III CTZ, in the area known as the Fish Hook, exploited :Ie
high mobility characteristics of the Ist Cavalry Division (AM), the 11th
Armored Cavalry Regiment and the 3d ARVN Airborne Brigade, as joint airmobile insertions and armored sweeps were employed to trap and destroy raJc3
COSYN facilities. Operation ROCK CRUSHER was initiated against VC and NVA
concentrations along the southwestern III CTZ border, in the region of "'e
Parrot's Beak and the Angel's Wing. Operation ROCK CRUSHER, consisting
principally of ARYN maneuver elements, was characterized by rapid mechanized
sweeps and pincer actions targeted toward destruction of the enemy and his
supply depots trapped between maneuver elements. As additional resources
were committed and all major enemy concentrations along the western III CL
border were brought under attack, Force Artillery units accompanied maneuver
elements across the border and repositioned, to assure that massed fire
capabilities of heavy artillery were continuously provided to all maneuv.r

elements.

Both initial border sanctuary operations are discussed In furth.-

letail in Section IV.
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TACTICAL SETTIN:
2ENERAL. The period was characterizedby small unit contawftT, as the
.enemy avoided'any/large confrontation. Allied forces continued tu maintain
the offensive and carried the fight to many enemy strongholds previously
considered Impregnable. These thrusts were extremely effective in limitini'
enemy movement, disrupting his lines of communicatLn, and perhaps most
important of all, uncovering and denying him sorely needed supplies. Continued US troop withdrawal resulted In Increased respcnzibil.ity being plazed
on the Vietnamese unit.s.
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NATURE O THE WAP. Wh!le main force enemy unil_-;
continued to operate out of their border sanctuaries in the northern tier of
III CTZ, contacts with large units were Increasingly rare. The enemy's ab~lIty to avoid large confrontation and to select the time and place for harassIng attacks, were his greatest assets. The enemy assumed a primarily defensive posture, desirned to protect War Zones C and D, while maintainInC
lines of communications to the south. Efforts were concentrated on disruptiry
the pacification program through acts of terrorism, small .;nit action, and
attacks by fire on key installations and small outposts.
Allied conduct of the war was centered on search and destroy operations
designed to deny the enemy freedom of movement, disrapt his lines of communication, and to uncover and deny him use of base camps and supplies. This
technique greatly restricted the enemy's capabillty !o mount sustained oper
ations In the III CTZ. US forces forayed in enemy strongholds, such as War
Zones C and D, and Bu Cla Map, previously considered near Impregnable and
consequently avoided.
Major attention shifted to Vietnamlizatlon, as increased emphasis was
placed on preparing ARVN units to assume major responsibility for conduct
of the war. For the first time in the war, the 5th AII.VN Llvision was assign.
sole responsibility for an Area of Operations (AO). The bong Tien (Forward
Together) Program, aimed at Increasing the comta. e.'ectiveness cf .VNAF,
accomplished most of its goals and slowly began pha±.ing out as redeployment
increased.
ENEMY SITUATION AND DISPOSTION. .pr.lor to the end o the year. the at
..
NVA Division moved to IV CTZ. Defense of War Zone C was enhanced by t'
movement of a fifth regiment into that area. Phuoc Long Province, lc... an
enemy stronghold, supported only two regiments compared- to five durirg
November. The VC/NVA divisions operating In III C'12 were reduced to the
5th NVA Infantry Division, with headquarters reported west of Bu Dop! the
7th NVA Division, with headquarters reported northeast of bec Ninhl and the
9th VC Division, with headquarters reported on the CamLctsian border near
the area known as the "Fishthook". A significant it-.line :..the strength of
NVA/VC main force units was noted durirg the peri:d. In lat- Nc.vember, the
enemy was credited with 13.5 combat battalions, whl.c. by mid- zch dwindled
to 116, a decrease of 1L.
During the same perlcd, the ma'nf.'rce personnel
strength was down froP 36,50) to 29,100, a deureai3. cf ap;p x. atel' ,' .
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Several factors influenced the deterioration In combat efficiency of
these units. First, the aggressive CVII pacification program and a steady
decline in VC fortunes of war uade the recruiting of replacements increasingly
difficult and forced the enemy to rely more heavily on re4placements infiltrated from North Vietnam. Secondly, a poor rice harvest coupled with a
lack of cooperation from the local populace aggravated an already significant
problem in the procurement of food. For example, In thes period February
through March, allied operations along enemy supply routes uncovered, and
thsdeanied, some 450 tons of rice to the enemy. In a message intercepted
during the period, the 74th NVA Artillery Regiment complained to Its higher
headquarters that the problm of procur Ing food had become so &cute that It
could not perform Its mission. Thirdly, ammunition became Increasingly more
difficult to obtain. During February,. the 3d Mobile Strike Force uncovered
a series of caches In War Zone 1Dcontaining some 1.61 tons of ammunition.
Several enemy artillry units were called out of action, for various periods
of time, de to lack of ammunition supplies and inability to effect resupply.
FRIENDLY SITUATION AND DISPOSITION. Redeployment of the lst Infantry
Division with resultant shifts and roalig2.sents dominated the friendly-scene.
Realignment resulted in increased AO's for the- 25th Infantry and lst Cavalry

Divisions,

Pas

well

a

aseignment of an Independent AO to the 5th ARVN Division.

The resultant d.ispositlons are shown on the map at TAB A. Cenerally, the le t
Cavalry Division had the entire northern tier of III Corps Tactical Zone, while
the 25th Infantry Division retained the vast and southwest pravincea. The
199th Light Infantry Birigade, lst Australian Task Force, and the l~th ARIN
Division shared joint responsibility for the eastern half of III CTZ. Of
particular interest was the movement of US forces away from the vicinity of
Saigon, as ARVN units assumed the responsibility for defense of the Salgc:
arma. Assignment of an independent AO to the 5th ARYN Division In southerr
Binh Duong Province secompanied assignments of increased AO's to the 2d ARVN
ABN Brigade, In western Phuoc Long Provincej the 3d ARV?? ARN Bri-ade, In
northern Tay Ninh Province, near Katuml the 9th ARVN Regiment, at Chon Tnan-h,
astride Highway IN; and to numero". ARVN battalion size task forces thioughout III CTZ..
ARTILLERY ORCAN17ATION AND DPIfLYMM7NTS. --The iinplwmartatior. of Phase
redeployment, which concluded on 15 April, reduced Force Artillery assets
42 artillery pieces and 1.218 artillerymen (see TAB B). Two li[.,ht artilli-y
battalions, one medium artillery battery, and two radar detachments wers redeployed or Inactivated, and the personnel strength of HHIB, II FFORCEV Artillery was reduced by 1.9 spaces. The organiz~ational charts it TAB C show the
structure of II FFORCEV Artillery prior to and after execution of Keystone
Blue jay.
Redeployment was executed in a highly satisfactory matnner, th- itugh the
phasing of unit standdon dates and establishment of close am. with supThroughout this operation, continuous artillery sizp.prt of t:.e
port unit.
highest quality was provided to maneuver units. Battalion haw~iiirtern a nd
support elements were realigned to facilitate both starnddown p. . odures and
TAB D).
future operations (s
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VIETNAM?1ATTON
GENERAL. The Artillery Dong Tien Program was instituted in November,
1969, to complement -the Joint II FM-ORCE/ ;Lnd III ARVN Corps, Operation D og
Tien. Both plans were designed to inpr-vn the sombat effectiveness of
RVNAF and US/FVMAF units, by close,' cont!,nuous association and mutual asslstance programs. Artillery Dong Tien ste&'lily improved the capabilities and
effectiveness of the combined artillery teia In II cr:. Major uS/ WMAP
and ARVN Artillery Headquarters were desifTated as assoc~ated units, by
pairing ARVN and FWMAF units of like calibLer in the sa:ee general geographic
areas. This program called for tne com; p.l'on of nine Interrelated mutual
support projects desijfed to Improve ARV[artIllery capabilities.
Achievements in the nine mutual support projects improved unit tralil g,
standardized techniques' and delivery of artillery fires, and prepared ARV
to accept a greater role In providing combat support tc the maneuver forc,-s
of III CTZ. In the course of accomplishing the scheduled projects, parti:lpating units generated several subsidiary progra~is! such as, mobile trai ir.,:
teams, RYNAF WT programs in US units, and specialized schools. Two sign ficant programs initiated by II FOfRCPI' Artillery, under the purview of DoA?;
Tien, were the training of an ARVr .n4e
Hattery and .he establish.T.ent o
the CIDC Artillery School.
ASSOCIATEZ PA,1Y -. T EF::'1I:
:V.,_.G
'Ne astoc ate battery
program created close worktn ."relat'canshl o between US. FWYA xand Al'IN
artillerymen.
Exchange visits of hatery personnel were conducted to Improe mutual understanding, and exlst.ng advisory ;rograms were auented,
Problem areas were discussed and bar-tery operatlons and technIques recelve
mutual obzervation. Closely associ.te'w 4.th this was Lhe combined Lnit
refresher training program, which vas:ly mproved the level and amount of
training conducted. Mobile training teas were created and dispatched to
isolated areas to give Instruction.
ra 2 classee were used to Insure
thorough instruction for key personi~el an specal.sis, and on the job
training was conducted whenever and wherever p:Ite.
.....

.....

COMBINED FIRE SUPPORT COODINATION C:2"LRS.
ccbined W'Ire SupportCoordination Centers (CFSWC) wera created in varlous provinces throughout
III CTZ to provide a central agency for planning and coordinating comb!.ed
fire support. These centers included ARVN and US/FWM.AF artillery rep.sentatives, Air Force, and where necessary, Navy representatives. It addl
tion to planning fire support and clearing fixes, they provided a readily
accessible means for the Interchange of fire requests letween AFVN and US/
FVMAF units. The CF CY's resulted in sign'flcant gain in AP'VN!US mutual
support and reduced primary rellance on US artillery whIle at the as.re tim
gaining fullest utilisation of APVN artillery capablities.
CALIB1ATION/METRO/SU4VEY/p,.F2ISTATi_GN PO'RA.!S. in order -o develop
ARVN artillery into a highly effecls:,, -,os_-3 of cointat zupp '., it 'e:are
readily apparent that rombined train-,::F w'i
e
iw those cr-jas of ar i i
lery techniques which bear directly on the accuracy and effer, 'eness of f±:-
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Four projects were undertaken to standardize procedures and Improve the
accuracy of artillery fires. First, a calibration plan was developed to
insure all ARV0 weapons received calibration annually. Second, a registra.tion program was established which standardized policy for conducting registration throughout III CTZ. Third, assistance was provided to ARVN in
developing the capability to produce meteorological data. And fourth, a
combined effort was initiated to extend survey control to all artillery
units in III CTZ. During the period covered by th.is report:

"

1. Over 18%1 of the howitzers employed by ARVN Artillery in III CT
2. A substantial majority of ARVN artillery units in III CTZ accepted
and ag6ressively employed US registration techniques.
3. All metro stations in III CTZ conducted dual language broadcasts
four times daily.
4. Metro data was received and employed by the majority of ARV: Artlllery units in III CTZ.

5. Survey was brought in to over half of the ARVN firing locations.
The success of these four projects was evident in the increased accuracy
and capabilities of ARVN Artillery.
CIVILIAN IRRELULAR DEENSE GRCUP. The CID; Artillery School at rran?
Sup was created to train CID; artillerymen to assume the artillery support
of seven special forces camps. The school was staffed and operated by the
23d Artillery Group. Throe, ten week long sessions were conducted by the
school, which trained a total of i6 CIDO artillerymen. Up6n completion cf
training, each group was deployed to desiL-nated camps, ana subsequently
freed.ARVN artillerjrmen for employment elsewhere.

. .

.

--

FIRE DIRECTION OFFICER SCHOOL. The facillties of the Fire Direction
3chool, conducted by II PTFRCEV Artillery for its own officers, we-e made
available to ARVN units. This week-long school assisted In standardlzln
artillery procedures in III Corps by giving specific instruction in the
latest gunnery techniques employed by US artillery.--A total of 56 APVN
officers were graduated from this school.
ARVN JUNGLE BATTERY.
Training of APVN artillerymen in techniques of'
st. irting the 3d Mobile Strike Force culmInated In December 1969 with t .e
transfer of respons1itlity for the elite, US Jungle Battery to AVN. The
conversion was unique due to the specialized mission carried out and the
combined 105/155 configuration of the Jungle Battery. This prof-ra. returned
six tubes to Force Artillery assets for employment in needed a-as of III
'TZ and added a highly effective unit to the ARVN f(rce struct.ire.
COMMAND LIAISON AND EXCP ANC. VISITS. Command emphasis was focused r
the entire pro ram through weekly exchange visits to both US &id AVN flre
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support bases by the Commanding General, 11 F1VRCEV Artillery, the III Corps
Artillery Commander and the Senior Advisor, III Corps Artillery. Briefings
were given by the battalion commander of -the visited un it, pafte-wlh--us----were made of the battery areas to observe operations and training. Dem~onstrations for the III Corps Artillery Commander and the Senior Advisor, III
Corps Artillery were conducted In such areas as employment of improved conventional munitions (ICM). defense of a fire support base through use of'
"Killer Junior",and other fields of mutual Interest.
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FIELD FORCE VIETNAM ARTILLERY OPERATIONS

GENERAL.
II Field Force Vl3tnam Artillery operations during this period
--.were characterized by emphasis on sound artillery techniques, aggressive
employment, and a determined "can do" attitude. Basic artillery principles
were retaught, and applied with exacting precision. Heavy artillery was
made responsive to the maneuver commanders, with an alacrity comparable to
their direct uupport light artillery.
Moves were made on short notice, over
roads and trails not previously used, and accurate, responsive fire was delivered from fourth-order surveyed positions, in areas where survey had never
previously existed. In short, Force Artillery mc,ed to the sound of the
battle.
TACTICAL MOBILITY.
MOVE, SHOOT, and COMMUNICATE have been the basic
tenets of Field Artillery lor may years. The relative success enjoyed by
field artillery battalions in support of maneuver forces during prior wars
could be correlated to the efficiency with which artillery units accomplished
these three salient tasks. In Vietnam, artillery mobility has been enhanced
through exploitation of newly conceived air mobile and airborne fire support
delivery means. Because of its physical characteristics, heavy artillery was
an *ugly duckling" in this envirormentl hence, it was relegated to a relatLively immobile status, being installed at well established fire bases -,the
fire capabilities of which were so arranged'as to provide a thin layer of
large caliber fire power tnrough the more active areas of III CTZ.
INNOVATIVE ARTILLERY EMPLOYMENT.
As assets were reduced through redeployment, It quickly became apparent that the role played by general support
artillery was in need of major reassessment!
area artillery coverage had
progressed from a necessity to an expenaive luxury.
In order to fully
capitalize on remainln resources, general support artillery units were
concentrated in those areas of most concern to the major maneuver unit
commanders.
The i nherent mobllJty of heavy self-propelled artillery, previously held dormant, was fully exploited to influence the tide of battle
wherever the need arose. The success of this innovative concept was vividly
portrayed in op-e-ratlons conducted in War Zones C and D, and in the Bu Cla
Map operation. In addition, artillery task force organizations were taill-od
to meet the needs of the maneuver commander, as evidenced in the Jerry/Bu
Dop operation of November 1969 .
....
WAR ZONE D. In aid-February, when the size and extent of the caches
discovered by the 3d Mobile Strike Force in the vicinity of Rang Rang became
apparent, the Commanding Generals of II YFJRCEV and of III Corps took prompt
eteps to move elements of the 1st Air Cavalry Division, the let ARVN Airborne,
the 199th LIB, and the 5th ARVN Cavalry into the surrounding a.ea
These
measures were taken to preclude a large enemy force returning to the main
supply base and engging the Mobile Strike Force, thus preventin; evacuation
or destruction of the caches.
In order to ensure that saaneuver elements in the Rang Rang area had
iaxinum firepower at their disposal, heavy artilery units, in - 175mm
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gun configuration, were moved to firing positions established at Bunard,
Phuoc Vinh, Libby and Hai (see map, Incl 1, TAB E). All units were tied to
a common'grid through the extension of 4th order control into these four
position areas.
Shortly thereafter, Headquarters, DELTA Force moved to Bunard, and a
close affiliation was immediately established between members of the heavy
artillery units and the DELT& Force personnel at that location. As a result, the DELTA Force enjoyed artillery support for the first time during
any of its operations in Vietnam. The successful employment of heavy artillery in support of the reconnaizsance and highly mobile infantry elements
which make up the DELTA Force is beat denoted in the following extract from
the DELTA Daily Summary of 7 March 19703
"The II FFORCEV Artillery is comaended for their
outstanding support. The professional knowledge
and capabilities of the firing batteries are without equal. The courage, devotion to duty, and.
esprit de corps of the officers and men is beyond
coparison. The II FFORCEV Artillery personifies
the highest qualities of the U.S. Army."

-

WAR ZONE C. At 2200 hours, 17 February, the Division Artillery Comander, let Cavalry Divison (A), and key members of his staff advised the
Commanding General, II PFORCEV ArtIllery, of a serious situation developing
in War Zone-C. Intelligence sources had revealed that battalion-size Increments of the 271st VC Infantry Regiment, 272d VC Infantry Regiment, 95 C
NVA Infantry Regiment and supporting artillery and sapper regiments and battalions were moving aggressively to'tard US and ARVN occupied facilities. The
let Cavalry Division Artillery Commander conveyed the request of the Division
Commander for additional firepower to thwart this challenge. II FFORCEV Art ilery responded by moving both 8" and 175mm artillery into FSB Jake at Special
Forces camp, Tong Le Chon (see map, Incl 1, TAB E), from where they reinforcei
the fires of the llth Armored Cavalry Regiment and the let Cavalry Division.
Simultaneously, 8" howitzers were moved northward from FSB St Barbara to FSB
Carolyn; thence, to FSB Beverly, at Special Forces Camp, Katum, six kilo-meters. from the Cambodian border.
On 11 March, this heavy artillery unit .---. -----moved westward to the vicinity of Special Forces Camp, Thien N4gon
on 21
March the battery moved further westward to FSB Illingsworth, from whence
they supported lot Cavalry Division operations In the Dog Face. During the
period ending 31 March, In excess of 2100 rounds had been fired by tliis unit
in support of the lth ACH, the lot APVN Airborne and the let Cavalry
Division.
Other heavy artillery units moved northward in response to the let
Cavalry Division's requeet of 17 February, included an 8" platoon from Tay
Ninh, which displaced, first to FS Cindyi then to FSE Sarah, FSB Sharon,

and finally into FSB Hazard. Each mnve kept step wtth the Ist Squadron,
l1th ACR. Subsequently, when the 2d Squadron of the llth Armored Cavalry
Regiment moved westward from the Tong Le Chon area, an 8" artillery unit
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moved from Dau Tieng,

through Binh Duong and

Binh Long Provinces in order

to join the squadron, as it progressively established fire support bases
at Marsha and Frt Defiance.
"
.. In substance, -the movytentv of II JFORCEV heavy artillery in support.
of friendly operations in War Zone C,.during the period referred to above,
entailed traveling nearly 400 kilometers, often over rough roads and trails
that had not been used by US or ARVN forces in years. The appreciation of
the ist Cavalry Division was conveyed by the Division Commander in a written
comment, which stated inter alia "your readiness and willingness to not only
provide the support requested, but also to insure that your artillery was
positioned to provide maximum firepower to the area of the greatest activity
has measurably enhanced the ability of the let Cavalry Division to accomplish
its mission".
BU CIA MAP. The Bu Gia Map operation began with establishment of FSB
Elaine, near the II - III Corps boundary, on 15 February. Inasmuch as Houte
14 was hard-topped and unm.ned, the movement of II FFORCEV heavy artillery
into position was accomplished with dispatch, and.8" units were firing from
surveyed position before division artillery resources were airlifted to the
site.
As the Bu Cia Map operation progressed, heavy artillery assets forded
the Song Be River, and commenced moving north over roads and trails covered
with jungle growth through long disuse.
FSB Candy was occupied on 26

* February

then

FSB Loanj

and,

finally, FZB Hung Vuong.

From this latter

*location, three kilorteteis south of the Bu Gia Map airfield, five e" and
175mm pieces fired in concert with light and medium artillery weapons of
the lst ARVN Airborne Division, in response to roquestsfor support from
this allied unit, as well as from the let Cavalry Division. From these
forward locations, nearly 7,000 rounds of heavy artillery were delivered

in support of ground force3. The morale of personnel was high and firing
was of an excellent quality, utilizing 4th order survey control which was
extended to all II FFORCEV Artillery firing positions.
JERRY/BU DOP. On 7 November J969, an artillery task foree was organlzod
fror units of two II FFOIPCE7V Artillery battalions, the 2d Bn, 13th Arty, ane
the 2d Bn, 12th Arty, to conduct operations at Bo Duc District - (XU 969
253), in Phuoc Long Province.
Initially, this artillery-task force suppo.:ed
two infantry battalions, later enlarged to eight battalions at the peak of
*the operation. The infantry force was composed of the 3d Mobile Strike
Forcej

the 9th ARVN Regtmentj

the 1st Bn, 7th Cavalry of the 3d Dde, lst

Cavalry Divisions and two troops from the 11th ACR. The artillery tasit
force consisted of Battery B, 2d Bn, 13th Artyj four howitzers from Battery
A, 2d Bn, 12th Arty! and Battery D, 2d Rn, 13th Arty, this last bsntery
was a combined US/ARVN unit compused of four 105_m
howitzers.

howitzers and

155mm

The mission of this force was one of protective reaction to .:nnter th,,
enemy siege of Bo Duc District and the & Dop Special Forces Cam
Ijacent
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to the Cambodian border.

From the artillery standpoint,

the operation

began 7 November and terminated 20 December 1969, when the task force was
disbanded. During this period, the two fire support bases occupied by
the task force, FSB Jerri (XU 964 23), and Bu Dop (XU 974 291), sustained
almost daily attacks by direct and indirect fire. Besides firing in support of the infantry forces In the area, the artillery task force conducted
vigorous defensive and countermortar firesi with expenditures often exceedine7
1500 rounds per day.
II Field Force Vietnam Artillery support of
OPERATION ROCK CRUSHER.
. Operation ROCK CRUSM gained fill momentum by 1200 hours, 26 April, with the
establishment of the 23d Artillery Croup forward command post at Co Dau Ha.
Collocated with the III Corps forward tactical operations center, this command post permitted close coordination of Force Artillery assets in support

of both III Corps and IV Corps maneuver task forces, as they initiated operations across the Cambodian border into the regions known as the Parrot's
Long a haven for the 271st VC Reeiment, numerous
Beak and the Angel's Wing.
VC an NVA battalions and logistical supply base for enemy activities in
southern III CTZ and IV Corps area, this region was attacked by three III

Corps task forces (see maps, Incl 2 and 3, TAB E), and two IV Corps task
forces. The artillery organiLzation fur combat Is shown at Inclosure 4, TAB E.
Heavy artillery support operations commenced on 25 April with the deployment of two Force Artillery units to positions adjacent to the border.

Succeeding days saw the displacement of elements from six additional Force
Artillery unrts deployed to positions from which their massed fires provided
the initial preparations in support of the romblned assault on 29 April.
Liaison was established with all AReN task forces, III Corps and IV Corps
to insure availability of maximum fire power to all maneuver elements
Over 2400 rounds were fired within the first 24
throughout the operation.
hours of the attack. A report of 230 KIA durtng the Initial preparation for
On the 30th of April
Phase I was credited to three artillery units alone.
and the lat of May, ten additional Furce Artillery displacements were con-

ducted to ,ro"Ide maximum heavy and mellium artillery support to units Initiating Phase II of the operation.
Initiation of Phase II cons~sted of .II Corps elements changxg direct Ion-south in a pincer operation with IV Corps elements attacking
adsweeping
o
northward from the base of the Parrot's Beak (see map, Incl 5, TAB E).

Support of this combined III-IV Corps operatIon demanded maximum coordination
of heavy artillery assets (see Incl 6, TAB E) to insure continued close
artillery support to all ARVN maneuver anits, particularly. as It pertained

to IV Corps operations against the Bathu area. All prepa-L,,t.).:. 'Ires for
Jater operation were observed by the CommandLg General, II Field orce
Vietnam Artillery, to ensure that fires were dei'vered accurately against the
desiganated military targets.
Phase III of ROCK CRU2{W was inIttated after a 41 hour standdown of the
maneuver forces (see map, Incl 5, TAB E). D-LrIng this Interval between operations, Force Artillery uwilts displaced medium and heavy artillery into
Cambodia into position to support ARVN forces -ovin," northuest from Rte l,
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In the direction of Kh Chak. Additional Force Artillery was displaced In
rear of another ARVN task force moving from the northeast so as to close
--the-pincer in the objective area (see Incl 7, TAB E).
OPERATION TOAN TFANG 43 (TOTAL VICT RY).
The operation in the Fish
Hook area, conducted simultaneously with Operation ROCK CRUSHER, was OpMajor objectives of this operation
eration MOAN THANG 43 (TOTAL VICTORY).
were targeted "oward the annihilation of COSVN headquarters,
he control
center for all enemy activities In South Vietnam and adjacent border areas,
and destruction of extensive logistical stores-located throug out--the--rea ..
The joint US and ARVN task force, comprised principally of el ments from the
Ist Cavalry Division (AM), the 11th ACR, andthe 3d ARVN Airb r.e Brigade,
under the command of B3 Shoemaker was designated to accomplis'ithis mission.
Elements of the ist Cavalry Division and 3d ARVN Airborne Brigade were air"*ftWd across the border uid tuok up blocking positions while elements of the
11th ACR swept overland to link up with the airmobile troops.
Elements of four Force Artillery battalions (see Ir:l 4, TAB E) were
alerted an.d immediately deployed to firing positions along the border so as
to provide maximum f.repower to the maneuver elements upon initlation of .,attack. From these forward locations (see Incl 8, TAB E), three 155mm batteries provided Ceneral support and reinforced the fires of the ist Cavalry
Division Artillery, while five heavy artillery platoons added extended deph.1
throughout the area of operations. Over 5,503 rounds were fired by Force
Artillery units in the support of the task force during the first week of
the operatipn. Fires of all available artillery were massed ono known ani
suspected enemy locations, paving the way for exploitation by maneuver forces.
The Deputy Commander, TI FD1CEV Artillery was dispatched to the task
force headquarters at ;uan Lol to insure immediate and continuous artiller
support was available to all task force elements.- From this location, control of the resupply and displacement of all supporting Force Artillery unbts
ws conducted. As initial objectives mere achieved and task fbrce elements
began the exploitation phase, Force Artillery units were moved across the
border and accompanied Tmaneuver elements during their sweeps of the base
camp areas (see map,
9, TAB E).
•c
COMBINED BORDER ScFl.PfrT. Thu successful achievement of in!tial objectives in both Operation ROCK CRUD[DER and Operation TOAN THANG 43, was fol-iowed by a rapid exploitation throughout the border sanctuary. Commitrent
of additional maneuver units and expansion of operations along the western
border brought elements of both task foices within range of common heavy
artillery units. The preponderence of Force Artillery assets (see Incl 6,
TAB E) were thus made rasponslvn to ARVN, Cambodian and US maneuver units
an they continued to inflict sevtre dam.-age to the enemy in his long cherished
border sanctuary.
ADDITIONAL BORDER ',PE5ATIONS. On the final two days of the period
;ovsred by this report, additional operations were Initiated: TIA "HOP
against forces and installatlons in base Area 707 and '354,, RAC MA against
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Base Area 350 and CIONC TO against Base Area 351 (see map, Incl 2, TAB E).
Coincident with all of the foregoing operations heavy artillery units
were, deployed in battery configurations. A total of 15 moves were accomplished within a 48 hour period, to the end that almost all II.FFORCEV
Artillery was in position to render maximum support to maneuver elements
' .....
operat
against enemy forces in Cambodia (see Incl 7 TAB E),

..

'
"

AIR MOBILE FIRE DIRECTION CENTER. In order to enhance mobility, decrease
the time required in preparation for firing, and provide immediate protection
to a vital installation, an air mobile fire direction center, fabricated
from CONEX containers, was developed. Similar type structures had been constructed in the pasty however, this DC was designed to be a completely
self-contained, fully equipped structure, compact for ease of movement
(8' by 12'), yet expandable on the ground to a size (16' by 12') suitable
for a battery FDC (Incl 1, TAB F). Based upon field tests, several modifications and improvements were made in the design and construction. A total
of eight such structures, two of which were large enough for a battalion FIC

(22' by 12') were built and deployed to field sites (Incl 2, TAB F). This
concept proved highly successful, a: ver/fied by extensive field tests and
comments from using units.
IMPROVED TECHNICAL AND TACTICAL FIRE DIRECTION. -One of the most sign:ficant programs embarked upon in the past slx months was that of improvement
of gunnery procedures throughout Force Artillery. The wealth of practical
but unrefined experience of the junior officers was channeled into standard
gunnery procedures. Control of the conduct of fire, which had been allowed
to slip into the FO's hands by default, was returned to the Ff0. Training
of the FDO's and FDC's became the Battalion S-3's primary responsibility.
Continued emphasis reestablished the almost forgotten techniques of massing
fires of multiple calibers on targets of opportunity and TOT missions.
Achievement of this goal required a vigorous inspection and reteaching procos. In addition to the Fire Direction Officers School conducted by II
FFORCEV Artillery, two types of artillery unit inspectlongT teams were
fielded.
1. ARTILLERY OPERATIONAL READINESS EVALUATION. II FFORCEV Arty Reg
525-3, Artillery Operational Readiness Evaluation, provided for an. evaluation
teem of qualified staff officers, headed by the Force Artillery Deputy
Commander or the S3. The tow, inspected, on the average, one battery each
week and evaluated its ability to accom;lish its mission in its total environment. These unannounced inspections per-itted evaluation in depth, and
provided an excellent index from which to judge a unit's overall combat
effectiveness.
2.

ARTILLERY CUNNERY EVALUATION.

II

FFORCEV Arty Reg 525-2, Artillery

Gunnery Evaluation, established the requirement. for subordinate battalions
to conduct detailed monthly inspecticns of gunnery and firing battery procedures within each of their firing batteries. Group headquarters was
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resporsible for aemi-&nnual Inspections of each of its batteries.. The
results of these ispecti.na, and corrective actions taken, were forwarded
for review by this headquartern. II Field Force Artillery Headqurters, in
turn, conducted Artillery Gunnery Evaluations for the batteries of battalions
reporting directly to iI Field Force Vietnam Artillery.
SURVEY. The abil ty to'place devasting fires cr fleeting targets
immediately after idantificatljn and to mass available artillery effectively
without prior adjustment, depends almost entirely upon the accuracy with which
units and targets are locata4. Prior to November 1969, little was done to
exploit organic survey capabilities or to extend existing survey control.
-Vast areas of III CTZ had no 4th order survey control and no plans were in
effect to extend control int.o these areas (see map, Incl I, TAB G).
Clearly
a reorg nization of affort wan needed, followed by a determined unrelenting
prugraa to extend hi4i qaLit&j surve:, control into all areas of III CTZ.
Survey parties of the 8th Target Acquisition Battalion, 25th Artillery, and
each organic subordinate-unit were used to achieve this goal (see maps, Incl
2 and 3, TAB C). Additionally, in conjunction with the Dong Tien program,
two groups of ARVR enlisted men were trained as instructors so that survey
expertise could be exteitied to ARVN units as well.
1. IMPROYED TEC01CAL AND OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY. Survey operations
conducted in III CTZ prior to November 1969 suffered from the lack of wellplanned objectives and coordination. Although a great deal of effort had
been expended in survey, It did not lead to an improving survey posture nor
to a hig. quality, cozmon grid throughout III CTZ.
II FFORCEV Artillery
Suxvey OPLAN 1-70, publisa.ed and implemented on 23 Jan 70, provided the obJectives, priorities, and cordiration required to begin a systematic survey of III CTZ. This OPLAN aggresslvely followed, insured the survey response necessary to support Immediate tactical operations, and at the same
time systematically upgraded and extended existing survey control.
2. EXTENSION OF 4Ti ORDKR CONTMOL. Since the 199th LIB TAOR, Ygon Thrach
sub-sector, and the .RTAVFTAOR were not US Division responsibilities, HHB,
II FFORCEV Artillery Survey Section was used to extend survey control which
met or exceeded 4th order arcurLcy to these areas, _ork began in the 199th.
... .....LB
TAOR in ea.y-Jan97
d -4th order survey mas established from Blien
Hoa to Xuan Loc, and from intersection QL-1 and QL-20 to the Corps boundary,
as well as from Xuan Loc south on QL-2 to a link up with the Australian
sfystem. The map at Inclosure 4, TAB G depicts this 4th order survey control
extension.
3.
AVEY QUALI " CGHMDL. Accurate survey depends in large measure
upon the training and degree of proficiency of survey personnel. The success
of Survey OPLAN 1-70 was thus directly related to the availability of highly
trainee and well qualified surveyors, as well as strict adherence to rigid
standards of survey accuracy. To insure the success of the OPLAN, a regulation was written which sub lcted all division and 'I Field Force Artillery
survey sections and operations to periodic quality control Inspections.
These inspections, undertaken by II Field Force Artillery, succeeded in
standardising techniques, improving the state of survey training, and in upgrading the quality of maintenance afforded to the survey equipment. It is
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doubtful if the Survey OPLAN could have succeeded as well as it did without the Survey Quality Control Program as a corollary effort.
The extension of 4th order
S3RVEY
REGISTRATION POINT PROGRA!M.
4.
survey to firing positions signaled only the half-way point along the route
There remained the need for
to Increased accuracy and timeliness of fires.
well defined, accurately located registration points. Accordingly, an extension program was undertaken by II Field Force Artillery to survey key
permanent terrain features, supplemented in many areas by old car bodies.
Increased
These were surveyed to the same accuracy as the firing batteries.
validity and accuracy of registration resulted in more accurate and deadly
support for the maneuver unit commanders.
fire
As enemy activity decreased throughout the III CTZ,
RADAR OPERATIONS.
available target detection means became increasingly important to the success
Ground surveillance
of operations and came under increased command scrutiny.
radars were employed in areas of maximum productivity and geared to respond
Countermortar radars were deployed
to changes in enemy movement patterns.
to protect those areas subjected to frequent indirect fire attacks, and their
use extended to provide an Increased registration capability to all artillery
The ability to displace frequently and get
and mortar units within range.
back in action quickly determined the effectiveness and success of radar
operations.- To insure this capability, a quality control program similar to
that applicable to survey ( .s establtshed.
sites
Quality control teams were fielded and dispatched regularly to all
Forty-one quality control inspectto evaluate performance and proficiency.
ions were conducted of the 27 primary radar sites within the III CTZ in a
The value of this program was evidenced by the success
period of 5 months.
enjoyed by countermortar crews in increasing acquired targets from 17.I% in
October to 30.5% in March 1970.
METIDROLOCICAL OPERATIONS. An extremely valuable, but often neglected
gunnery technique-meteorological operations, was subjected
aspect of artillery
to a most critical appraisal. Again, the Quality Control concept, which was
first applied to metro operations as the result of an artillery school program, was used to insure optimum operation and validity of broadcast data.
Combined quality control inspections and maintenance assistance visits were
used to insure the effective and continuous operation of all II Field Force
Artillery metro stations. As a part of the Dong Tien program, metro information was extended to ARVN units through the initiation of dual-language
broadcasting. Equipment difficulties were overcome by the establishment of
a closed-loop radio rebuild program, which returned Rawin sets to CONUS for
repair and subsequent return to Vietnam.
November of 1969 found the
AIR DEI-INSE AUTOMATIC WEAPONS EMNPOYMZNT.
2d Artillery, badly fragmented
major assets of the 5th Battalion (AW)(SP),
and in some cases malemployed. The elements of the battalion were OPCON
to major maneuver unit commanders, and assigned primary missions of providIng static FSB defense and convoy security. Elements of the battalion were
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dispersed to an average of 55 to 60 different positions throughout III CTZ.
This method of employment was inefficient and wasteful of assets. As redeployment gained momentum, major adjustments had to be made in order to
realize maximum effectiveness from this unit. Mission concepts, employment
techniques, and organization were given a thorough reassessment. The result
was an entirely new concept for the employment of these critical assets.
The new concept reduced control problems, permitted tailoring of units to
missions, allowed for concentration of effort to best influence the ground
action, and provided a system of control whereby the unit commanders could
implement an effective maintenance program.
In December 1969, a three phase plan was initiated to place the AW
assets in general support of major maneuver units, thus increasing the
Forre Artillery Commander's capability to redeploy units efficiently and
In accordance with Force priorities. This plan, fully implemented in March,
consolidated dusters, quad .50's, and searchligh*s into Task Forces, which
were placed in general support of major II FFORCEV formations and positioned
for rapid deployment throughout III CTZ. These task forces immediately
responded to the most critical needs of maneuver unit commanders with increased assets and greater tactical capability.
STANDARDIZATION OF TACTICAL SOP'S. At the beginning of the period,
tactical operations were generally governed by a proliferation of battalion,
group and II Field Fbrce Artillery SOP's. Accordingly, a program was undertaken to provide clear and accurate guidelines for subordinate units at two
level s,
IJ FFORCEV Artillery and Artillery Battalion,
The II FURCEV Artillery Tactical SOP was extensively rewritten to provide both general policy and, in many cases, detailed guidance, in all
aspects of artillery operations for the units assigned, attached, or OPUON.
Published in January 1970, this basic document standardized the operations
of all units in II FFVICEV Artillery. Detailed as it was in some areas,
the Field Force Artillery SOP did not delve into all the areas that concern
a battalion in its daily operation. A battalion level SOP was needed to
supplement the Force Artillery SOP. Rather than burden each battalion with
the production of an SOP, a standardized SOP, applicable to all battalions,
was drafted, published and distributed to all battalions.
OPERATIONS SECURITY. The capture of an entire enemy communication intel
ligence team, complete with intercept equiprent and documents in December
1969, provided irrefutable evidence that the enemy possessed an electionic
warfare capability far more sophisticated than was believed to have existed
previously, within the III Corps Tactical Zone. This discovery brought
to light the need to place additional emphasis on an effective operations
security program. Command messages, staff calls, and special briefings
were fully exploited to insure each man of Force Artillery was fully cognlzant of this crippling threat. Maximum effort was directed toward the employment of secure voice equipment for FM radio communications and secure
radioteletype equipment, whenever possible.
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Implementing a comprehensive program of operations security was a

difficult task. The problem was dealt with by creating at each command,
down to battalion level, a committee made up of principal staff officers.
The, committee was charged with all aspects of operations security (OPSEC),
and given authority to institute required OPSEC measures. With broad overwatch responsibilities, reinforced by intense command interest, the committee
was able to institute a number of individual measures, but probably more
importantly, was able to increase the awareness and interest of the command
as a whole in this vital area.
ARTILLERY ACCIDENT/INCIDENT REDUCTION PROGRAM. The number of accidents/
incidents which occurred was quite low in view of the near half-million
rounds of artillery amaunition and uncounted number of mortar rounds expended
monthly in III CTZ. However, these few mishaps still produced casualties
which were of concern to all commanders. The sudden surge of firing mishaps
in December 1969 (See Chart, Incl I, TAB H) was countered by increased command
emphasis on the safe delivery of artillery, a more stringent requirement to
fix responsibility, and a harder line on accurate and effective investigation
and prevention procedures. Results of investigations were published in the
Weekly Artillery Summary in order that units might benefit from the causes
and lessons learned from the mishaps. Command emphasis succeeded in causing
commanders to review their procedures, to institute new precautions, and in
some cases, to re-train entire units. The chart at Inclcsure 2, TAB H shows
a breakdown of accidents, incidents and incomplete investigations, by unit.
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TRAINING.

GENITAL. Increased e-,phasls on professional qualification and a concerted return to artillery fundam entals at all levels, led the units of this
command back to the tried and proved concepts of field artillery. Battalions

exposed to the high turnover typical of Vietnam, were confronted with enthusiastic, but frequently inexperienced leadership, particularly at battery
level. To fill this experience gap, and to ease transitions, several protra7s
were developed. One such program, the Commander's Checklists (Foberts' Rules)
was designed to fill the experience gap and to provide ready reference on
the many aspects of battery and battalion operations. The checklists covered
all sig;nificant areas of field artillery techniques, as well as aclinlstration and logistics, and proved an excellent supplement to the II FFORCEN
Artillery Tactical SOP and the Standard Battalion SOP. In all, one hundred
fifty checklists were produced, ranging in length from a few pages to over
thirty pages. Each checklist contained a series of teaching questions,
each of which had been thoroughly researched, documented and verified for
accuracy. They covered all areas of artillery battery and battalion operations, from administration and maintenance, to fire direction and survey.
Each question was purposely designed to raise an issue or expose an Important facet of some aspect of battery operations, and then provide the answer
within itself. Additionally, each question was referenced to specific
army doctrine (regulation, field manual, etc.,) so that the reader could
go to source material to gain additional information or clarification. The
reading of a checklist on any one subject was calculated to give the reader
an appreciation of the most important a.pects of the subject at hand. io1lowing the guidance in a particular checklist, for example, a junior officer
could be assured thaL he was being attentive to the essential elements of
that subject.
GUNNERY TRAININ.
Gunnery training has been mentioned as the target
of Artillery Gunnery and Operational Readiness Evaluations. before !he
fire direction centers could be evaluated fairly, their personnel first
had to be taught the desired standards of proficiency. Frequent command
visits, command letters, 'formai schooling, and close command supervision
of scheduled training were all employed to upgrade gunnery training.
1. FIRE DIRECTION OFFICFR SCHOOL.
The II FFORCEV Artillery Fire
Direction Officer School was established in November 1969. The purpose
of the school was to provide Fire Direction Officers with a review of
basic gunnery procedures and specific instruction in rules of engagement
and double check procedures. The goal was to provide each FDC in the
command with an In-country, trained, FtD), in order to Insure strict adherence
to sound gunnery techniques and to eliminate accidents and incidents caused
by FDC error. The school was conducted monthly at Camp William S, Price,
Long Binh, RVN, and since its inception has trained 96 officers bslgned to
the II FFRCEV Artillery heavy battalions and the 23d Artillery Croup. Indicative of the results achieved by FDO refresher training is the. ct that. to
late, there has been only one artillery incident attributed to Un FX whi-h
was supervised by a II FFORCEV FMJ School graduate.
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The II FFORCEV Artillery
DAILY FIRE DIRECTION CENTER TRAINING.
2.
Training Regulation 350-1, published in February 1970, spelled out the
requirements for formal FDC training. Each shift was required to conduct
one hour of formal class, one hour of team drill, and a half hour of cornFDC weekly training schedules
bned drill with the howitzer crews each day.
were closely monitored at Force Artillery headquarters for content and applicability. Whon a battery moved, the battalion S3 accompanied it into the
new location and personally supervised the establishment and functioning
of the FMC for the first few days, or longer If needed, in order to insure
that gunnery standards were met.
SURVEY. Survey has received special and intense command interest. Programs were developed, aimed at battalion reconnaissance and survey officers
and their survey teams. During the period, 9 Feb to 11 Feb 70, a school was
conducted for battalion and group survey officers. The course concentrated
on the duties of the recornaissance and survey officer and those problems
II FPJRCEV Artillery Regulation 350-1,
peculiar to survey in Vietnam.
Training and Education, prescribed the policy and provided the guidance in
The
the planning and conducting of training for unit survey personnel.
success of this program was apparent In the improved proficiency of survey
crews and an increase in the speed and accuracy with which batteries were
surveyed.

FIRING BAITERY. Another important step in Improving the overall performance of II Field Force Artillery was the tightening up and refinement
of firing battery practice and technique. The battery executive officer
had to be made to assume responsibility for the proper training of the chief
of section, gunner, assistant gunner, and other howitzer and gun crew memberr.
Although our Junior officers were eager to asesme these duties, relatively
few had had an opportunity to gain the necessary experience, knowledge or
The proble:. was especially acute in
background in firing battery techniques.
MI107 and M110 batteries. Under the sLu 1vision of the battery co',mander
and executive officer, daily training w conducted tj the gun crews in
firing battery fundamentals. The progr is and quality of this training
was closely followed by Force Artillery group and battalion commanders
and through unannounced Artillery Cunne. Evaluations and Artillery OperThe key o success in this area was to Cl,,!
ational Readiness Evaluations.
thorough instruction, then to impose ri5 d standards to be met by all f-.ng
........... sections.- By demanding high standards "udrefusing to compromise those.
standards, officers and NCO's felt chalsnged to measure up. The high standaxds were achieved and intervening obstacles overcome.
The chronic shortage of experienced iaLntenance
MAINTENANCE TRAINING.
personnel, forecasts of continued shortages in maintenance MOS's, and reports
of recurring deficiencies noted on command, staff and technical inspections
demanded immediate action to preclude unsatisfactory deadline - ;es, and
to achieve the highest possible maintenance standa ds in all -T ordinate
prograns, and
unJts. Ehphasis was placed on establishing sound :-,aintenan(
all personnel were alerted to the direct effect that mainten. -ce had on oper
A concerted maintenance training progr&" -s Initiated
ational capability.
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to Insure that optimum use was made of available experience and expertise,
and that this training wan extended to organizational and operator level.
It is almost trite to say it, but the responsive movement of II Field Force
Artillery units to areas of greatest battle activity would not have been
possible without eminently workable and effective programs of maintenance
and maintenance training.
1.
SPECIAL SCHOOLS AND CLINICS.
The continued use of organic generators to provide the required electrical power for unit facilities and the
harsh climatic conditions under which the equipment is operated, required
the constant application of good preventive maintenance. Unit operators
normally had other primary duties and had received little
formal training
in generator maintenance.
At the request of II Field Force Artillery, a
generator preventive maintenance course was conducted by personnel from
4, USARY, to train two gensrator Inspectors from each assigned battalion
and from HJ{B, II FFORCEV Artillery.
Subsequently, organizational and operator maintenance improved, equipment availability increased, and many potential
maintenance problems were identified and corrected before serious damage
was done.
The availability of repair parts at organizational level depended on
maintaining an accurate prescribed load list
(PLL).
Many junior officers,
NCO's, and immediate supervisors did not have sufficient knowledge of procedures required to Inspect unit PLL's.
Consequently, two day, PLL courses
were conducted by qualified personnel from 135th Maintenance Battalion, for
selected officers and NCO's of assigned and OPCON units.
This school had
an immediate and contr.nuing benefiulal effect on the mainterance posture
of II Field Force Artillery units.
The ability of officers and
2.
MATENANCE TRAINI:N CONTACT TEAMS.
NCO's to apply the principles of preventive mainterance is related directly
to their ability to recognize PM indicators during the conduct of daily
informal inspections.
To Lnprove this capabUity, a preventive maintenance
course was conducted at each assigned and OPCON unit to insure that Linedia'e
supervisors were proficient in conducting daily inspections of their equipsent.
Technicians from 29th General Support Group made frequent visits tr
assist units in conducting detailed technical inspections.
COMMUNICATIONS TRAINING. The capability to communicate, regmxdles.. of
the situation, has always been a source of great pride to the field artilleryman.
The disposition of force artillery units throughout the III CTZ,
called for continual emphasis on communication capbilities
and training of
personnel.
The communications environment was characterized by operation
over great distances, over nets crowded with traffic, manned by inexperienced
personnel, and operating, in same cases through enemy Jamming.
Redeployment
of artillery units within the III Corps Tactical Zone, placed r ted emphasis.
on the need for effectlv
and responsive communications.
Addi .ionally, improvements were needed iu the area of communication security vun- radio net
discipline.
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COMMUNICATION SECURITY.
All battalions subordinate and OPCON to
II FFORCEV Artillery were directed to secure their command nets between
the battalion net control station and each battery and split battery fire
direction center (FDC).
This required an extensive training program, to
insure that all users of secure voice equipment for FM radios received
thorough training on the use and op3ration of the equipment. The training
helped personnel gain confidence in the use of speech security equipment
and the increased use of secure equipment served to deny access by the enemy
to intelligence information related to artillery operations.
2.
NET DISCIPLINE. Communication support provided by the area communication system was reduced as signal unite were inactivated or redeployed. Many battalion to firing battery, dedicated circuits, used for

command and control were lost.

As a result, greater reliarce had to be

placed on the use of FM radio communications. It became increasingly
evident from existing conditions that strict radio net discipline was required to gain maximum operating efficiency froma existing radio nets.
Command attention was directed toward the need for proper radiotelephone
procedure. Personnel using radiotelephone communications received training
and close supervision in the correct use of such procedures. Net control
stations made on the spot corrections, and became more strict in insisting
on proper procedures. Authentication became mandatory. This added emphasis
reduced misunderstanding between radio stations, served to expedite radiotelephone procedure, and L-proved the overall operating efficiency of radio
net within II FFURCEV Artillery.
DRIVER TRAINING. Although vehicle accidents for I FFflRCEV were well
below the expected USARV accident rate, accident rates in some battalions
were running higher than expected.
To inprove driver proficiency, a battalion driver training pro~ram was Initiated on 17 February 1970.
This
program was expanded to battery level with the publication of the II FFORCEV
Artillery Reg 350-1, Education and Tm&Ining.
The goal of the program was
to obtain an in-country trained driver assigned to each vehicle.
Over 400
drivers participated in this progra, resulting in significant reductions
in accident rates, Improved driver maintenance, and a reduction in vehicle
breakdowns.
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LOGISTICS
.ENEAL. The Increased iemands for tactical mobility placed upon
II Field Force Artillery during the period, threatened for a time to
break down a weak and flabby maintenance system.
It became obvious that
if II Field Force Artillery were going to be able to move its weapons to
the most critical combat areas, the entire concept of maintenance would
have to be transformed.
Commanders had to be disabused of the notion, that
had been permitted to exist, that you couldn't fight and at the sane time
maintain yoar equipment at a high standard. Combat service support commanders had to be urged to support mobile artillery operations on an area
basis, rather than on a unit basis.

Indicative of the command emphasis and pressure that was placed on
subordinate II Field Force Artillery commanders was the number of -aintenance publications and instructions issued by Force Artillery headquarters.
During the period, 2 regulations, 12 command letters, 2 maintenance newsletters, 14 Con-ander'e Maintenance Checklists and 2' maintenance messages
were published. in addition, frequent command and staff visits, as well as
a systematic prograi of unannounced inspections, was used to assess and
evaluate unit maintenarce programs at every level.
High goals on Command
Maintenance Management Inspections (CMMI's) were set for commanders and
they were challenged to meet the goals. A standard of 90 percent on both
maintenance of materiel and maintenance operations was set for II ield
Fcrce Artillery units.
Combat service support, orgianized to support essentially static
artillery operati.ors, required a complete overhaul. At the suggestion of
the CG, II Vield :'orce Artillery, the 29th General Support Group conceived
a totally new c---ept of providing combat service support to the mobile
units of II Field orce Artillery. Instead of fixed support relationships
between combat support and combat service support units, the 29th General
Support Group substituted combat service support on an area basis.
Wherever an artillery unit moved, it coluld depend on the combat service
support unit in that area.
Supplementing the area support concept was the
extensive use of highly mobile contact teams. The density and makeup on
contact tears was varied according to the density of type weapons in a
given area through close coordination and cooperation between Force
Artillery and the 29th General Support Group.
PREVENTIVE rMAINTENANCE.
The increased mobility of Force Artillery was
achieved by means of a number of complementary programs. One of the most
Important of these was a comprehensive program of preventive maintenance.
The maintenance of tactical mobility required that problems be discovered
and corrected before breakdowns occurred.
The key to the Force Artillery
preventive maintenance program was a series of systematic and jvrlodic
command, staff and technical inspections, followed by vigoroun correctve
action.
Force Artillery and 23d Group CKMI teams carried out nu;'crous inspe':
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of maintenance management and maintenance operations, and conducted
technical clinics to upgrade the technical proficiency of maintenance
personnel. CM.MI inspections were supplemented by No-notice Adxministrative
Readiness Evaluations (NARE), No-notice Operational Readiness Evaluations
(NORE), and numerous command and staff inspections. Unannounced roadside spot check inspections produced additional indicators of the maintenance posture of Force Artillery units. Ti-ely inspections, combined
with a concentrated prograr, of -Aantana.ce training permitted Force
Artillery to achieve all mobility toals.
MAINTENANCE MANAGEViN.
A major effort was required in all Force
Artillery units to make thb TAERS syste. work. The state of trainiax of
PLL and TAERS clerks at the beginning of the period was extremely poor.
Special training programs produced 71 PLL and TAES Clerk graduates who,
in turn, undertook the upgrading of PLL management and parts supply. As
command interest focused on this critical area, parts supply improved,
while at the same tl-,e over 9,000 excess Items were Identified, catalogued,
and turned i.
ENGINEER SUPPORT.

Engineer support for II FFfRCEV Artillery units was

provided by both divislonal and non-divisional engineer elenents.

To re-

duce the high demand on these critical assets, a stringent system of
priorities, reviewed at command level, was instituted. Every effort was
made to accomplish tt.e required work at the lowest possible level, to
anticipate needs, and 'y exploiting orcaiizational capabilities, reduce
outside assistance to an absolute minirum. In this manner, the most efficient use of engineer support was insured, and the m ost critical construction projects were accomplished firot.
A wide variance of material availatle, preferences of individual
commanders for size and layout, and the conditions under which construction
was accomplished resulted in considerable disparity between similar units
with similar requirements. This problem was further compounded by the
Increased number of structures required in support of the new mobile concept of the general support artillery. An analysis was conducted to
-standardize bunker and firing pad configuration into structures that could
be prefabricated by non-divisional engineers and erected by the using uni.
The demand for combat engineer support was thus not eliminated, but was
substantially reduced.
FOOD SERVICE. The preparation and presentation of attractive and
palatable meals carried special Importance to the health, welfare, and
moral* of all personnel. The jungle climate posed severe problems in
sanitation and food preservation.
Comiand emphasis on cleanliner-, insect control, rodent control, and adequate drainage assured that uit
.;esses
operated properly. Twice quarterly inspections of each it's -ess
facilities by the Food Service Advisor assisted in providing hig: qiallty
mess operations throughout the conmand. On the spot corrections were
made during each inspectlon and written reports submitted for at,.., f
problem areas and trends. Competetion was encouraged through initiation
of -"?eat
Mess competetion award.
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Following the experience gained in building arid fielding airmobile
FDC's, the ap"'ication uf the same concept appeared to have merit when
applied to pro Iding an airmobile kitchen. Accordingly, one experimental
model was built for field testing. Shortly after its completion, a II
Field Force Artillery unit underwent heavy enemy attack at Fire Support
Base Illingsworth, destroying or damaging many of the unit installations.
The airmobile tlichen was airlifted into the site the same day where it
was placed intb immediate operation. The self-contained installation
proved so succlssful that more will be built as materials become available.
e akrmobile kitchen is shown at Tab I.
The design of
,SE
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R) PROGRAM.

The best

trained, most highly motivated field artillerymen are only as effective
as tne accuraci of the wapon they fire. There are no finer cannon than
those of the US Field Artillery; however, as with any precision instrument,
they need cont nual maintenance.
Detailed tests of on carriage fire
control inst ruents could not effectively be administered in remote field
locations; hence, a coimprehenslve program was enforced to return individual weapons to third echelon maintenance facilities on a scheduled basis.
Close coordination was maintained with the 29th General Support Group
to insure an approprlate supply of repair parts was available before a
weapon was removed from operational status. The value of this program
paid for itself time and again as deadline rates were decreased by the
early detection of equipment malfunctions.
CLASS V MANAYEYM:Y7.
:-ring the period, increased command emphasis on
the control and management of ammunition resources required the revislon
uf the previoud accounting system. The old system was based on expendltures
rather than draws.
-he avallable data on draws was usually 48 to 96 hourm
old. The system had been adequate in the past because ASR's were liberal
and not unduly restrictive or, units. The need to place ammunitlon under
more stringent controls required close monitoring to avoid overdrawing
monthly allocaions,
Ammuniticn accountability presented problems for all parties concerned
"he physical transfer of copies of draw documents from all ASP's in III
TZ was difficu.lt because of distances involved. The administration of
immunition accounting contained numerous errors. Posting of data enjoyed
relatively low priority, making the accumulation of timely data extremely
difficult.
It was obvious that a completely new attitude toward ammunition
dccountability had to be developed at all levels in the data gathering
cha in.
A new system of accountability was developed by II

Field Force

Ar.illery and a opted by te II Field Force Commander. The sye" m is
presented graph[ically at TAB J. The system entails a comparia.-n of
urrent draws and cxpenditures, not more than 24 hours old, !..)r
each unit,
by caliber. -he Daily Ammunition Drawn and Allocated chart ( .V. K),
presents the ammunition drawn compared to a proportion of the "uthorized
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allocation, by unit. and caliber. Through daily monitoring of these two
charts, and accurate evaluation of the current ammunition draw/expenditure
status could be made.
The result was the production of timely and accurate

data upon which the commanding general could base decisions on when and
where to commit his ammunition reserves.
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PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL. In addition to the normal administrative functions of a
Force Headquarters, the additional role of accomplishing the responsi- .....
bilities which would normally fall to an artillery group headquarters
had to be accomplished. This dual responsibility, for three heavy artillery battalions developed several unique programs.
ADMINISTRATIVE READINESS EVALUATION.
The objective of this program
was to evaluate the effectiveness of the Headquarters and Service Batteries
of the battalions within II FFORCEV Artillery. Particular emphasis was
. . placed on assessing the support given the battalion am a whole, and in
rendering assistance wherever possible. II FFORCEV Artillery Reg 20-1
served as a guide for the sixteen inspections administered during the past
six months.
JUNIOR OFFICER RETENTION PROGRAM.
The problems of retaining Cood junior
officers was a continuing matter of comnand doncern. Personnel management,
placement of officers in assignments consistent with their needs, the needs
of the command, and career counseling were aggressively pursued by all
commanders.
A comprehensive pamphlet was prepared and distributed down to
battery level to provide commanders with detailed information for use in
counseling junior officers. As Comanding General II Field Force Artillery,
my deep interest and concern for junior officer development was manifested
in my personal association with every JOC within the command, as evidenced
by my speaking, at least once, at each battalion's junior officer council
meeting.
This personal command interest by the Commanding General, I found,
prompted further command interest by group and battalion commanders.
OPERATION AYNESTY.
In October 1969, USARV initiated a broad n _rjuana
and drug suppression program. Operation Amnesty, an mportant aspect of
this program, received maximum emphasis from this headquarters
Because of
the possibility of misunderstanding by commander and
ldier alike, the
provisions of Operation Amnesty were clearly set fortq and distributed in
the form of two command letters. One letter presented a detailed explanation of the entire Amnesty Program, to be used as a gd de by unit commander!
The second was addressed to the individual soldier, iA tructinE him on how
he could avail himself of the program. Copies of bot lletters are found
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CIVIC ACTION - CIVIL AFFAIRS
GENERAL. Units of II WRCEV Artillery conducted a varied and extensive
civic action program aimed at improving relationships between VS military
and the Vietnamese civilian population of III CTZ. Programs that received
specific emphasis were Vietnamese Scouts, Medcap, and assistance to hospitals
and orphanages.
BOY SCOUT F0C:;,YAM.
Five headquarters were act:vely engaged in pronoting scouting, and two additional units initiated scout-support progra-Ts.
The troop at An Loc developed a civic action plan that is being iritated
by other scout troops in the area. Scouts fromr An Loc traveled to Montagnard
villages and hazlets on numerous occasions to assist in individual and
group projects. They dug drainage ditches, taught first aid, worked on
sanitation problems, and even tried their hand at teaching "home making" to
the women.
To bolster interest and improve the kinds of prborams undertaken,
II Field Force Artillery sought to provide both Individual and troop equipment to newly organized troops. In early May, for exar-pte, I presented
nearly 900 items of equip ent to scouts In Long Khanh 1_ovince.
MEDCAPS. All battalions particlpated in t!hIs pror.-ran.,
treating In excess
of 1,000 patients each week. i-rtIc:lar enphasis was pla:.ed on developing
programs that woula remain In effect after UL troops lepartid fro: the areas.
The 6th Battalion, 27th Artillery, incorporated a putlic health tea. from
the 2inh Long Province hos2' tal into Its visits, '. order -o develop in t'e
province medical staff the hablt of actively going out to the villages to
help the people. Another method used was to place V.e-ritnese :.ed.cal personnel in stationary aid stations, where they gained practical experience in
proper medical treatment, operatilins, and iogistlcs, w:,.le under the supervision of US personnel.
'This nethod wuzked well in aid stations established
by 5th Battalion, 2d Artillery, and the 5th Battalion, 42d Artillery.
SUP!JORT OF SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS , AND ORPHANAiES.
71e ;:aJorIty of the ci!,"
actions. In this area concentrated on providlng help to clhIdlen ani to -he
seriouslf ill. Usually, individual batteries adopted a school or orphana
ua
and provided such support as contributions to fund ralsi-g cam-palgns, food
building of duck ponds, procuring of livestock, dIng
wells, and making
small and sometimes major repairs to buildings. Reegardless of the mate- al
objectives attained, the most significant contribution was in showing t.ie
Vietnamese people that U.S. units cared about the proble.s of their school
or orphanage.
The assistance provided by the 6th Sattailon, 27th Artillery,
to the Province Hospital at An Loc, through constrtctlon of a conference/TV
room and Initiation of plans for a new kitchen area, t pifles the appzoach
of II F7DRCEV Artillery units.
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KEISTONE BLWLy

7th Bn, 9th Arty, redeployed.

18 tubes (105)

528 personnel

2d ut, 13th Arty, redeployed.

18 tubes (105)

528 personnel

6 tubes (155)

125 personnel

Battery F, 16th Artillery (Sep),
inactivated.
HHII FFV Artillery, draiodown.

19 personnel

76th PA Detachment (Radar), inactivated.'

9 personnel

260th FA Detachment (Radar), inactivated.

9 personnel

36 tubes (105)
6 tubes (155)
42 tubes

Tab B
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1218 personnel
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II FFORCEV ARTILLERT ORGANIZATION CHARTS.

Inclosure I - II

FFORCEV Artillery Organization as of 20 November 1969

Inclosure 2 - II FFORCEV Artillery Organization an of 15 April 1970

Tab C
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Organization as of 20
11 FF7 ArtilleryCONFIDENTIAL

November 1969

1.

11 FFORLCEV Artillery Units
23d Field Artillery Group (OPCON)
7th Battalion, 8th Artillery (Assigned)
6th Battalio6, 27th Art llery (Assigned)
2d Battalion,

32d Atil 4er7 (Assigned)

5th Battalion (AW)(SP), 12d Artillery (OPCON)
HHB 8thi TAB, 25th Artillery (Aareigned)

2.

Unit Organizations
a.

Il FFORCEV Artillery

-3

Battalions 8"/175=a (SP)

(1)

7th Battalion, 8th Artillery,

(2)

6th Battalion,

P/,75mm (SP)

27th Artillery, 8"/175=

(3?"

(3) 2d Battalion, 32d Artillery, 8"/175mm (SP)
b. 23d Field Artillery Groups- 6 Yiattaliona: 2-105un (T), 2- ).
2-155mm (SP), and 1 Battery

-155mm

(T)

(1) 7th Battalion, 9th Artilaiery, 10 5= (T)
(2) 2d Battalion, 13th Artil Lery, 1O5m (T)

(3) 2d Battalion, 12th Artillery, 155= (T)
(4) 5th Battalion, 42d Artillery, 155mm (T)

(5) Battery F, 16th Artillery, 155om (T) (Attached 2/12 Arty)

(6)

let Battalion, 27th Artillery, 155mm (SP)

(7) 2d Battalion, 35th Artillery, 155=m (SP)
c.

5th Battalion (AW)(SP), 2d Artillery

Incl 1 to Tab C
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(1) Pour organic batteries
of 16, M42, 40Om weapons (Dusters)
each.
(2) Battery D,.71st Artilery
(Attached) wiith 24, .50 Caliber
Quad
Mounted MachlnegunB.
(3)

Battery I, 29th Artillery
(Attached) with 23 inch Xenon
Searchlights.
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II FFV Artillery Organization as of 15 April 1970

1. 11 FFVRCEV Artillery Units.
23d Field Artillery Group (OVCON)
7th Battalion, 9th Artillery (Assigned)
6th Battalion, 27th Artillery (Assigned)
32d Artillery (Assigned)----

2d Battalion,

5th Battalion (AW)(SP), 2d Artillery (0PCON)
lIMB 8th TAB, 25th Artillery (Assigned)
2.

Unit Or -anization.

a.

II FFORCEV Artillery

-

3 Battalions

(1) 7th Battalion, J'th Artillery

"/175rnm (SP)

-

"/175zmm (SP)

-

(SP,'

(2) 6th Battalion, 27th Artillery

-8"/1757,m

(3)

8"/1715mm (SP)

b.

2d Battalion,

32d Artillery

23d Artillery Group

-

-

4 Battalions; 2

-

(1)

2d Battalion, 12th Artillery, 155mm (Ti

(2)

5th Battalion,

(3)

lst Battalion, 27th Artillery,

155Lrm J,2

-

:55rin

3)

42d Artillery, 155mm (T)
155mim (SP)

(4) 2d Battalion, 35th Atillery, i55rm (SP)
c.

5th Battalion (AW)(SP),

2d Artillery

(1) Four orranic batteries of 16, M42, 40mm weapons (Dusters) each.
(2)

Battery D, 71st Artillery (Attached)

with 24, .50 Caliber ;uad

Mounted Machineguns.

(3)

Battery 1, 29th Artillery (Attached) with 23 Inch Xenon~ Searchlights.
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Wr Zonmi

C and D.

Inclosure 2

-

Border SnctwaXy Operations.

Incloaurs 3

-

Operation EOCt CUW

Intlosur. 4

-

II

Inclasure 5

-Operation

Rums

-

I.

MBVEY ArtLlery Initial Border Tsak Organization.
BOC1 cRum

Phass Il-Ill.

-

InClinfure 6

11 YOOR

Artillery TIa Organization

-

5 May 1970).

InclOrnzre 7

1II lV

Artillery T&An

-

7 Wa 1970.

Organizatian

Ineiceuze 8

-

Operation 70AS Tn= 43

-

30 April 1970.
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II FFORCEV ARTILLERY INITIAL BORDER TASK ORGANIZATION

OPERATION ROCK CRUWR.

Unit

Mission

2T A/2/32 (8")

REINFORCE 23D ARTY GP

z

REINFORCE 23D ARTY GP

C/2/32 (8)

2T C/2/32 (175)

REINFORCE 23D ARTY OP

2T C/6/27 (175)

RENFORCE 23D ARTY cP

2T B/7/8 (175)

REINFORCE 23D ARTY GP

2T C/7/8 (175)

REINFORCE 23D ARTY GP

A/1/27 (155 SP)

GS II FFORCEV! PROVIDE SUPPORTING
FIRES TO III CORPS ELEMENTS IN ZONE

C/1/27.(155 S)

CS II'F

RCEVI PROVIDE SUPPORTING

FIRES TO III CORPS ELEMENTS IN ZONE
B/5/42 (155 T)

CS II F'ORCEVI PROVIDE SJPPORTING
FIRES TO III CORPS ELEMENTS IN ZONE

OPERATION TOAN THANC 43

Incl

A/6/27 (8"/175)

GS II FFORCEV

2T C/6/27 (175)

GS II FYORCEY

B/2/32 (8-/175)

GS II

A/2135 (155 SP)

GSR 1ut CAV DIV ARIY

B/2/12 (155 T)

GS

C/2/12 (155 T)

GSR tat CAV DIV ARTY
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II FFRCEV ARTILLERY TASK ORGANIZATION

5 May 1970
unit

mission

B/7/8 (175)

REINFORCE 23D ARTY CP

C/7/8 (8")

REINFORCE 23D ARTY CP

A/2/32 (8/175)

GS II FFORCEV

B/2/32 (W"/175)

CS II WORCEV

C/2/32 (8*/175)

as II nMRcEv

A/6/27 (8"/175)

GS II FFORCEV

3/6/27 (8"/175)

GS II FFORCEV

C/6/27 (175)

S 11 FFORCEV

A/1/27 (155 SP)

GS II FFORCEVI PROVIDE SUPPJRTINC, FIRES
TO III CORPS ELEMENTS IN ZONE

B/1/27 (155 sP)

GSR 25th IN DIV ARTY

C/1/27 (155 SP)

GS II FFORCEV,
PROVIDE SUPPORTING FIRES
TO III CORPS ELEMENTS IN ZONE

A/2712 (155 T)

B/2/12 (155 T)

Gs 1st CAV DIV ARTY
CSR 1st CAY DIV ARTY

C/2/12 (155 T)

CSR 1t

A/2/35 (155 SP)

CSR lst CAV DIV ARTY

1/5/42 (155 T)

GSR 25th INF DIV ARTY
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ORCEV ARTILLERY TASK ORGANIZATION

7 May 1970

Operation

-

Unit

Mission

ROCK CRUSHER, H'.AE III

B/7/8 (175)
C/7/8 (8-)
A/1/27 (155 SP)

REINFORCE 23D ARTY CP
REINFORCE 23D ARTY CP
CS I! FFORCEV, PROVIDE
SUPPORTING FIRES TO III
CORPS ELEMENTS IN ZONE
CS II FFORCEV, PROVIDE
SUPPRTINC FIRES TO III
CORPS ELEENTS IN ZONE

C//27 (155 sP)
TOAN THANG 43
B/2/32 (8"/i75)
A/6/27 (8"/175)

CS II FFORCEV
CS II FFORCEV

B/2/12 (155 T)
A/2/35 (155 SP)

CSR 1st CAV DIV ARTY
CSR lst CAV DIV ARTY

TIA CHOP
A/2/32(8"/75)
C/2/32 (8"/175
B/1/27 (155 SP)
B/5/42 (155 T)

GS II MRCEV
GS II FFORCEV
CSR 25th INF DIV ARTY
CG 25th INF DIV ARTY

HAC MA

C/6/27 (175)
A/2/12 (155 T)

CS II FFORCEV
GSH 1t CAY DIV ARY

C/2/12 (155T)

CSR let CAV DIV ARTY

GIONC TO
B/6/27 (8"/175)

GS II FFORCEV
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SUBJTECT:

Operation Amnesty

-A

Guide for Unit

omanders

-EDISTRIBUTION

1.

References:

a. Message AVHPN-PO 68251., dated 22 June .1969, subject:
&rug Suppression.

rMarinuarna ar:

b. Letter, Headquarters, USAHY, dated 9 October 1969, sub.'ect
X.arlhuana and Drug Suppression Pr- Erar.

UAW

2. 'eneral: Department cf Defen~se message AV1HPM-P0 8251, dated 22 jwrn:'
1969, announced a policy of emphasis on programs designed to prevent iir-Ieliminate drug abuse within the Armed iorces.
On~ 9 Uctober 196.9, !*plemnented this policy by Initiating a broad marihuana and drx u
p~ir
program. 'An Important aspect of this progi- Lm Is Operation Amn~esty.
31. Purposet

This letter provides

udaieto unit comzanders for lzple-

menting Operation Amnesty.

~4.

Applicability,

a. Operation Amnesty Is available to anyone. Anyone who desires to
seek help for a marihua-na or drag problem may, without fear of disclplirnar
action, disclose his probletu to ^*ny peTerr or agen~cy he selects to ail :i-'
3urgedns, Chaplains, Staff Judge Advocates and Provost 1'.ararla.ls have t~eer.
alerted to the Operation Amnesty program, and are already active In trni
area. The individual1 say be referred to a physician or peychtiatr'15t for
consultation and treatment, or, If he desires to give infor:r.a..ion, to a
criminal Investigator,
b. Exceptionsi:mmnnty. from disciplinary action will not be given
three classes of personso
(1) Those persons currently under investlgaT.on for marlhu3na
abuse.

Incl 1 to Tab L
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(2) Those persons having marihuana or drugs on their person or Dtherwise in their possession at the time they request help.
<J
Those persons, who, having begun a program of rehabilitation under
pera1'ion Amnesty, subsequently use or possess marihuana or drus.
. rhe Buddy System:
Each individual referred for counse[!_n 6 or treatment
t.r a marihuana or drug problem will be encouraged to select another member
f his unit to unofficially monitor his recovery and to provide all possible
i-sistance.

.

.ilitary Justice Implications: :n order to avoid misunderstandlncs,
,.ach commander will insure that each member of his unit is aware of the
'
that:
He must discard or destroy all marihuana or drugs currently in his
a.
session before he requests helpi otherwise, ha is subject to disciplinary
,'

i.)n.

b. The term "possession" refers not only to marihuana or drugs on his
;,rsn
but also to marihuana or drugs located in items or places under his
utitdy or contrcl such as his room, his bunk and h's footlocker.
c.
He should remain silent concerning his use or possession of mari:.uana or drugs if he falls within one of the three exceptions to the Cper:,!±.An Annesty program 'enumerated in paragraph 4b, above); otherwise, he
will incriminate himself.
d. The immunity conferred by Operation Amnesty extends only to hinself;
Any statement he makes concernin,
d ,es not serve to protect his friends.
.'s: or possession of marihuana or other drugs by his friends may serve to
incriminate them.
e. He will lose the immunity granted by Operation Amnesty if he subsequently uses or possesses marihuana or other drugs.
f. The individual he selected as his "buddy" may be called as a witness against him if he is prosecuted for subsequently possessing or usin,
marihuana or drugs.
7. Procedures for Implementing Operation Amnesty: Unit commander- will
comply immediately with the following requirements:
a. Posting: A copy of the attached letter, subject: Operation Amnesty - An Opportunity for Self-Help, will be posted on the permanent
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U'UJECTg Operation Amnesty - A ;uide for Unit Cimmanders
pcr-ion of the unit's bulletin board and above the Amnesty Box, discussed

Ielow.
b.

Initial Orientatlon:

l,
Each unit comminder will insure that Operatln A mnesty is
the attention cf eac, mumber of KIs unit.
'his may be done, at tni cc.
msander's discretion, either on an individual or on 3
oup -basis.- Ahtcrou ps are utilized, attendance will be taken.

,2) Each unit commander will encourage discussio lof the arnzsty pru,ran and will insure that each of his subordinatea fully understandz its
c.eration.
c.

Jse of Arxresty Boxes:

-A) Each unit will construct an Amnestv Box which may be used by an
individual to discard narihuana or drugs. :Ie box will .be located at t .e
,.ntrance to each units orderly roo, and will be so constructed as to .re
.:ude any individual from being able to rotrieve any item. ;he ox wi
7f,
,leiarly labeled, "Amnesty jox", and w.ll have a copy of the a*.acx.ed ie''tposted directly above it.
2) Commanders will set aside an hour in the mornin-, afternoon ar:d
rv'ning of each day as a period durin,, which ar indlvigual des rn to :!i
card marihudna or drugs may do so without :ar of being found in posseasior
if the same while enrcute to the Amnenty Uox. A bulletin setting forth
the hi-urs of operation will be posted above the Amnesty Box and on the
permanent portion of the unit bulletin board, adjacent to the attached le'
'er. 7he bulletin will be clearly labeled, "Hours o4 Operation - A=,r.Lty
!ox.
Any change in the hoirs of operation will be a.ounced by postin-, a
bulletin at least 48 hours prior to the effective datOof such C2antie.
); No search of an individual's person or possessions will be condu,-u
as a result of observing him discard an item in the Amnesty box. No per3s;n
will be questioned concerning what he has dropped in the Amnesty Box. No
records will be made of persons utilizing the Amnesty Box or otherwise taRln;.
advantage of Operation Amesty.
d. Destruction of Contents of Arnesty box: Commanders will inbure tite
destruction, by burning, of the entire contents of the Amnest; ox. .uch
destruction will occur at least once per week.
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b. Coordination wi th II FFORCEV Art illery: Comanrs 9hould address
questions concerning Operation Amnesty to this headquartar3, ATTN: Legal
,')fficer.
FGR1THE COMM~ANDER:

1nc.1
1:2

R. C. PARRISH
LTC, FA
Adjutant
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1. What is Operation Amnesty? Operation Amnesty Is a program designed to
help you solve any marihuajna or drug problem you feel you may have. You may
request counseling or treatment for your marihuana or drug problem from any
person or agency you choone, without fear of disciplinary action. Operation
Amnesty immunizes you from ary form of disciplinary actica.
You need have
no fear, for example, that you will be subsequently reprimanded, given an
Article 15, or prosecuted.
2.

What Persons or Agencies WIll Give You Assistance?

a. Your unit commaJnderi your chaplain, and personnel of the Pruvos.
Marshal's Office, the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, and the Surgein ,
Office stand ready to assist you in every possible way. You will be counseled by the person you select, axd, if you so desire, you will be refe'rred
to a physician or psychiatrist for professio.l ccunseling and treatment.
No records will be maintained by your unit commander or by any other a..ency
whose assistance you seek.
b. Your unit commander will make all arrangements necessarxy to Insure
that you have the opportunity to consalt with the person(a) of your choice.
c. The Buddy System: Once your program of rehabilitation has begun,
you may, if you so desire, select someone in whom you can confide who wi.l
help insure that your rehabilitation is a success. He will unofficially
watch your progress and assist you In every possible way.
3. Can Everyone Take Advantage of the Lmnity Cranted by Operation Ames'"
The answer to' this Is,
ary action, ift

"No."

You will not be granted immunity from e.-scilin-

a. You have marihuana or drugs on you: person or otherwise in your pos
session and under your control at the time you request help.
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b. You are under investigation for drug abuse at the time you request
help.
c.
gram.

You use or possess marihuana or other drugs after starting the pro-

4. What Procedures Should You Follow?
a. First, you must destroy or get rid of any marihuana or other drugs
you may have in your possession before you request help. Your unit should
have an Amnesty Box outside of the Orderly Room for this purpose, with the
hours of operation posted above it. During the hours posted, you are immune from disciplinary action for possession of marihuana or other drugs
while enroute to the Amnesty Box. No one will keep a record of the fact that
you have used the Amnesty Box. No one will ask you questions concerning what
you have placed in the Amnesty Box. No search will be made of your person or
of your room or possessions as a result of the fact that you have utilized
the Amnesty Box. The contents of the Amnesty Box will be destroyed at the
end of each week by your unit commander.
b. Second, report to your unit commander. Inform him that you want to
take advantage of Operation Amnesty. You need not discuss your problem with
him. Ask him to make an appointment for you to aee either a physician, a
chaplain, a psychiatrist, or a staff judge advoc&te. You may make the choice.
c. Third, consult with the permson you have chosen.
He stands ready to assist you in every possible way.

Be candid with him.

d. Fourth, once you are on the road to a successful rehabilitation,
.elect a friend in whom you can confide, a buddy to assist you and to check
your progress unofficially.
e. Finally, encourage others to accept Operation Amnesty. By persuadink:
.thers, you will help to insure the success of your own program.
FOR THE COMMANDER,

R. C. PARRISH
LTC, FA
Adjutant
DISTRIBUTION
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